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Is your global tax controversy operating model running at full
efficiency?
Staying on top of tax controversy is challenging for every business, and this is only
compounded by enhanced interconnectivity among tax administrations, the pace at which
change is being implemented, increasing budget pressures and a growing talent gap.
Businesses need a documented tax strategy — setting out their approach to compliance,
planning and interactions with tax administrations — implemented by a knowledgeable team
that is integrated into the overall business. However, results from EY’s recent 2020 Tax and
Finance Operate survey of tax and finance executives show that deficiencies in current tax
operating models remain a significant challenge for companies.

Meanwhile, the workload and risk exposure continue to grow. In fact, 84% of companies
responding to the survey anticipate an increase in their workload from complying with emerging
digital tax filing requirements; 57% will spend at least US$5m to comply with emerging digital
tax fillings; and 51% expect that these requirements will lead to an increase in their
organization’s tax risk profile.

Forward-looking companies are seeking ways to manage their global tax compliance and
controversy activities to keep their costs, and risks, low. They need leading practices that help
them stay on top of controversy matters by anticipating where potential tax risk is coming from,
and sustain a tax function that is responsive to the global tax environment. Businesses also
need to have the right people, with the right skills, in the right jurisdictions to prevent, manage
and resolve tax controversy issues. With 79% of the survey respondents planning to reduce
the costs of their tax and finance functions over the next two years, co-sourcing these activities
is becoming an attractive option. In fact, 73% of the respondents said they were more likely
than not to co-source critical activities to deal with the pressures on the operating model. Learn
more about how to design and sustain an efficient global tax controversy operating model.

        Related articles:

► Issue 22: Companies must remain focused on transfer pricing controversy management in
Indonesia given recent tax audit trends and regulatory changes

► Issue 21: Track COVID-19’s effects on tax deadlines, collections and enforcement
► Issue 20: EU cross-border VAT rulings — bringing clarity to complex transactions
► Tax controversy is a global issue — is your company ready?
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